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Abstract: The purpose of this research was to derive and evaluate fire radiative power (FRP) values for real-time Biogeographical Region and Individual Geostationary HHMMSS Threshold (BRIGHT)/Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) hotspots. While BRIGHT/AHI hotspots with 2 km nominal resolution are available every 10 min, they are without FRP values. Here, we present a method to calculate FRP values for BRIGHT/AHI hotspots and compute them over a 12-month period, day and night. FRP distributions from BRIGHT/AHI hotspots and coincident Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) hotspots are compared to assess relative agreement, with the distributions found to be broadly similar. Nuanced differences between the sensor FRP values were explored highlighting the need for a deeper understanding of the fire detection and FRP algorithms when doing intercomparisons. Notwithstanding the complexities of FRP intercomparisons, the computationally simple BRIGHT/AHI FRP definition allows for fast and real-time reporting of BRIGHT/AHI hotspots FRP.
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1. Introduction

Satellite detections of fires provide fire intelligence for the detection and mapping of active fires and for applications estimating the environmental impact of wildfire such as fire severity [1] and fire emissions [2]. While polar-orbiting satellite data provide fine-scale fire radiative power (FRP) information (given their higher spatial resolution), geostationary satellite data can provide a rich source of FRP information (given their high temporal availability). The Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI), launched in October 2014 onboard the geostationary Himawari-8 satellite [3] and operational in July 2015, takes ten-minute observations over Asia and the South Pacific. AHI data have been used in algorithms developed to detect active fires [4–7]. One such algorithm, the Biogeographical Region and Individual Geostationary HHMMSS Threshold (BRIGHT/AHI) hotspot algorithm [7], was used operationally during the Australian Black Summer 2019/20 bushfire season and has recently been incorporated into the Geoscience Australia Digital Earth Australia (DEA) hotspots service (https://hotspots.dea.ga.gov.au; registered users; accessed from 21 September 2021). However, BRIGHT/AHI hotspots do not include fire radiative power (FRP) estimates.

Radiance-based FRP equations exist that could be applied to BRIGHT/AHI hotspot data. The first published FRP method [8], known now as the bispectral FRP method, used 3.8 μm and 11 μm channel detected subpixel fires to determine fire temperature and fire size (via the proportion of the satellite pixel they occupied). The fire temperature, fire background temperature (taken from surrounding pixels), and fire size allowed for
FRP values to be calculated [9]. For example, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Himawari-8 Wild Fire product used the bispectral FRP estimate [4]. Bispectral FRP methods, though, are thought to perform best on higher-spatial-resolution satellites [9]. Study [10] introduced FRP values derived using single-waveband observations, either 3.9 µm or 2.1 µm (depending on the intensity of the fire), and defined an association between FRP values and the difference between the fire and “background” eighth-order brightness temperatures for Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observations. Wooster et al. [9,11] similarly used ~4 µm observations to derive FRP values based on differences between fire and “background” radiance values using experimentally determined fourth-order power-law scaling coefficients. The radiance-based FRP equations of [9,11] (hereafter FRP\(_{\text{MIR}}\), where mid-infrared (MIR; ~4 µm)) have been applied to many satellite platforms, including MODIS [9,11,12], Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) [13,14], Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) system [15,16], Meteosat-8 Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) [17], and AHI [5].

Here, FRP\(_{\text{MIR}}\) calculations are applied to BRIGHT/AHI hotspot data. Results for an entire year encompassing all seasons, day and night (of BRIGHT/AHI hotspots), are presented for the whole of Australia and compared to the FRP values of MODIS and VIIRS active hotspots over the same period.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. BRIGHT/AHI FRP Estimates

Twelve months of BRIGHT/AHI hotspot data and the accompanying BRIGHT/AHI thresholds from 1 April 2019, to 31 March 2020, every 10 min, were obtained from Study [7]. Active fire and thermal anomaly systems that deliver FRP values typically derive fire “background” from contextual windows of nearby “cloud-masked” pixels [9,11,12,17,18]. Cloud masks are not currently operationally available for AHI data over the Australian continent. BRIGHT/AHI, therefore, derives bioregional background values from raw (non-cloud-masked) AHI data. Running windows of multivariate AHI data taken at the same time of day (the current day and the 28 days prior) over biogeographical areas are used to filter the current-day data to lower cloud and fire contamination. Percentile values are then taken from the remaining current-day AHI data to determine dynamic BRIGHT/AHI thresholds. One such threshold is the 99th percentile of the filtered 3.9 µm data from the current bioregion and timestep (\(T_{99\%}^{3.9}\)). BRIGHT/AHI hotspot \(T_{3.9}\) values, along with \(T_{99\%}^{3.9}\), can be used to derive BRIGHT/AHI FRP information. (In BRIGHT/AHI, all data points with \(T_{3.9}\) > 350 K are identified as hotspots, even when \(T_{99\%}^{3.9}\) is unavailable. BRIGHT/AHI hotspots with no \(T_{99\%}^{3.9}\) value available are excluded from this study).

BRIGHT/AHI FRP values were calculated using the radiance-based FRP equation (based on (Equation (5) in [11]); assuming fires radiate as gray bodies) with the BRIGHT/AHI filtered-statistical MIR threshold used in place of the traditional contextual “background”, i.e.:

\[
FRP_{AHI} \cong 4 \times 10^{6} \times \frac{\sigma}{a_{\text{REF}}^{AHI}} \left( L_{T_{3.9}} - L_{T_{99\%}^{3.9}} \right) [\text{W}]
\]

where \(FRP_{AHI}\) = total amount of energy (W) emitted by the fire, \(\sigma = \text{Stefan–Boltzmann constant} (5.67 \times 10^{-8}\ \text{Wm}^{-2}\text{K}^{-4})\), \(a_{\text{REF}}^{AHI}\) = the reference AHI power-law scaling constant (derived as part of this study), \(L_{T_{3.9}} = 3.9\ \mu\text{m}\) observation in terms of radiance \(\left(\text{Wm}^{-2}\text{sr}^{-1}\mu\text{m}^{-1}\right)\), and \(L_{T_{99\%}^{3.9}} = T_{99\%}^{3.9}\) in terms of radiance.

Wooster et al. [9,11] determined the fourth-order power-law scaling coefficients by fitting a fourth-order regression to the Planck equation convolved with the spectral response function (SRF), over a temperature range of 650–1300 K. This process was replicated here using the AHI channel \#7 SRF [19] to determine \(a_{\text{REF}}^{AHI}\), with the value given in Section 3.

In addition, other MIR ranges were considered with AHI power-law scaling constants \((a_{AHI})\) and MODIS power-law scaling constants \((a_{MODIS})\) (using [20]) calculated for MIR...
ranges, with 650 K minimums and maximum values of 900 K through to 1700 K using 10 K intervals (and with 1 K steps between minimum and maximum).

2.2. FRP Intercomparisons

BRIGHT/AHI hotspot FRP values were compared to MODIS and VIIRS 375 m FRP values. Archival quality MODIS (MCD14ML) [12] and VIIRS 375 m (VNP14IMGTML) [18] hotspot data from the Fire Information for Resource Management System (FIRMS) website (https://earthdata.nasa.gov/firms; accessed on 2 October 2018). MODIS hotspots from 1 April 2019 to 30 September 2019 were downloaded on 15 January 2020, while MODIS hotspots from 1 October 2019 to 31 March 2020 were downloaded on 27 July 2020. VIIRS hotspots from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 were downloaded on 24 September 2020. MODIS and VIIRS hotspots had the nearest AHI pixel (in terms of latitude/longitude distance between pixels) and nearest AHI timestamp (in terms of temporal difference between scan times) assigned.

For each acquired time in the MODIS hotspot dataset, MODIS hotspots with the same acquired time were collected to describe one “scene” for comparison. The MODIS acquired time and MODIS day night indicator, AHI nearest timestamp, were recorded, along with a swath reconstructed from the maximum/minimum nearest AHI pixel values [6,7]. VIIRS “scenes” were defined similarly.

For each scene, hotspots from the sensor (i.e., either MODIS or VIIRS) with the acquired timestamp that fell within the reconstructed swath were aggregated onto their nearest AHI pixels. When multiple hotspots fell onto the same AHI pixel (due to differences in sensor spatial resolution), FRP values were summed (integrated), and the maximum MIR brightness temperature value was recorded. BRIGHT/AHI hotspots from the nearest AHI timestamp that fell in the reconstructed swath provided BRIGHT/AHI FRP and MIR values. (BRIGHT/AHI hotspots from the AHI timestamp 10 min prior were also used if no BRIGHT/AHI hotspot had been detected in the nearest AHI timestep at a given pixel in the reconstructed swath). When a sensor (i.e., either MODIS or VIIRS) hotspot occurred at the same AHI pixel as a BRIGHT/AHI hotspot, a match was deemed valid, and both the sensor (i.e., either MODIS or VIIRS) and BRIGHT/AHI FRP and MIR values were retained for further analysis.

Matched hotspots were grouped by the scene sensor and the scene day night indicator: MODIS daytime scenes (MODIS-day), MODIS nighttime scenes (MODIS-night), VIIRS daytime scenes (VIIRS-day), and VIIRS nighttime scenes (VIIRS-night). Matched hotspots, with the same nearest timestamp and AHI pixel, were counted only once (to account for overlapping swath reconstructions).

3. Results

The fitting procedure for $a_{AHI}^{REF}$, when an MIR temperature range of 650–1300 K was used (as in [9,11]), is shown in Figure 1b, with $a_{AHI}^{REF}$ equal to $3.12 \times 10^{-9} \text{Wm}^{-2}\text{sr}^{-1}\mu\text{m}^{-1}$. $a_{AHI}^{REF}$ was used in Equation (1) to calculate BRIGHT/AHI FRP estimates.

When other MIR temperature ranges were considered for the $a_{AHI}$ fitting, a peak $a_{AHI}$ of $3.36 \times 10^{-9} \text{Wm}^{-2}\text{sr}^{-1}\mu\text{m}^{-1}$ occurred for an MIR range of 650–1040 K (Figure 1a). $a_{AHI}$ then decreased monotonically as the MIR range kept increasing. $a_{MODIS}$ varied similarly.

MIR observations saturate at 500 K for MODIS [21], 367 K for VIIRS [14], and 400 K for AHI observations [16]. Saturated MIR values can limit the FRP values. The percentage of matched hotspots with FRP values based on saturated MIR values (Table 1) varied with the sensor. Fifty-three percent (23,488 out of 43,890) of VIIRS-day (VIIRS) matched hotspots and 15% (3598 out of 25,225) of VIIRS-night (VIIRS) matched hotspots had FRP values based on saturated MIR observation values (Table 1; third column). Contrastingly, less than 0.56% of MODIS-day (MODIS) and MODIS-night (MODIS) matched hotspots had FRP values based on saturated MIR observation values (Table 1; third column). The geostationary BRIGHT/AHI matched hotspots were based on saturated MIR observation values ~1% of the time on average across the MODIS and VIIRS samples (Table 1; fourth column).
Figure 1. (a) Power-law scaling coefficients per upper MIR fitted for AHI (3.9 μm; channel #7) (dark blue) and MODIS (3.9 μm; channel #21) (light blue). (b) The approximated spectral radiances for AHI (3.9 μm; channel #7) calculated using MIR range of 650 K to 1300 K (in 1 K intervals), along with the convolved Planck’s Law and AHI SRF (blue). (The black circle shown in (a) shows the AHI power-law scaling coefficient in (b)).

Table 1. Number of all matched hotspots in year-long Australia-wide sample, along with the respective number of matched hotspots calculated using saturated MIR values (in terms of count and percentage of the total count), where polar means MODIS or VIIRS, and geo means BRIGHT/AHI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Count Saturated (Polar)</th>
<th>Count Saturated (Geo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-day</td>
<td>18,081</td>
<td>101 (0.56%)</td>
<td>230 (1.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-night</td>
<td>11,821</td>
<td>34 (0.29%)</td>
<td>51 (0.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-day</td>
<td>43,890</td>
<td>23,488 (53.32%)</td>
<td>500 (1.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-night</td>
<td>25,225</td>
<td>3598 (14.26%)</td>
<td>95 (0.38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twelve-month FRP histograms of BRIGHT/AHI and MODIS/VIIRS non-saturated matched hotspots had broad similarities and nuanced differences. Histograms of FRP values from non-saturated matched hotspots, with 20 MW wide bins and leading edges from 0 MW to 280 MW, are shown in (Figure 2). The broad similarities included: BRIGHT/AHI, MODIS, and VIIRS counts peak below 40 MW, with nonlinear decreases beyond 40 MW and with higher counts in the daytime than nighttime. Nuanced differences exist between the BRIGHT/AHI and MODIS/VIIRS distributions though. In the daytime comparisons (MODIS-day and VIIRS-day), BRIGHT/AHI had higher counts than MODIS or VIIRS for FRP values from 20 MW to 80 MW (Figure 2; orange and yellow), with MODIS and VIIRS counts higher otherwise (Figure 2; orange and yellow). In the nighttime comparisons (MODIS-night and VIIRS-night), BRIGHT/AHI had higher counts of hotspots with FRP values from 0 MW to 40 MW, with MODIS and VIIRS counts higher otherwise (Figure 2).

Twelve-month counts of all non-saturated matched hotspots and for only those with FRP > 300 MW (and their relative percentages) are shown in Table 2. MODIS returned FRP values greater than 300 MW more often (11%) than BRIGHT/AHI (5%). VIIRS and BRIGHT/AHI both returned FRP values greater than 300 MW 1% of the time, but these results likely reflect the exclusion of saturated matched hotspot FRP values.
Table 1. Number of all matched hotspots in year-long Australia-wide sample, along with the respective number of matched hotspots calculated using saturated MIR values (in terms of count and percentage of the total count), where polar means MODIS or VIIRS, and geo means BRIGHT/AHI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Count Saturated (Polar)</th>
<th>Count Saturated (Geo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-day</td>
<td>18,081</td>
<td>101 (0.56%)</td>
<td>230 (1.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-night</td>
<td>11,821</td>
<td>34 (0.29%)</td>
<td>51 (0.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-day</td>
<td>43,890</td>
<td>23,488 (53.32%)</td>
<td>500 (1.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-night</td>
<td>25,225</td>
<td>3598 (14.26%)</td>
<td>95 (0.38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of non-saturated matched hotspots in year-long Australia-wide sample, along with the respective number of matched hotspots with FRP > 300 MW (in terms of count and percentage of the total count), where polar means MODIS or VIIRS, and geo means BRIGHT/AHI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (Count)</th>
<th>Polar &gt; 300 MW (Count)</th>
<th>Geo &gt; 300 MW (Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-day</td>
<td>17,809</td>
<td>2706 (15.2%)</td>
<td>1238 (7.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS-night</td>
<td>11,749</td>
<td>624 (5.3%)</td>
<td>249 (2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-day</td>
<td>20,395</td>
<td>222 (1%)</td>
<td>368 (1.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS-night</td>
<td>21,621</td>
<td>60 (0.3%)</td>
<td>98 (0.45%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Month-by-month 2D FRP histograms of non-saturated matched hotspots (Figure 3) again demonstrate the dominance of lower power fires on FRP comparisons. Peak counts occurred in similar FRP values for MODIS (and VIIRS) and BRIGHT/AHI (see Figure 3 color bar, log-scale). Strong disagreements in FRP values were less frequent than more similar FRP values. The highest levels of disagreement (i.e., low FRP in one sample and high FRP in the other) occurred in the months affected by the “Black Summer” Fires [22], i.e., during high-radiative-power wildfires.
Figure 3. (a) Two-dimensional FRP histograms of month-by-month non-saturated MODIS-day (MODIS) FRP versus MODIS-day (BRIGHT/AHI) FRP values, individual plots for each month start April 2019 and end March 2020 (with the month shown above each plot as YYYYMM). (b–d) Same as (a) except for VIIRS-day, MODIS-night, and VIIRS-night, respectively.
4. Discussion

The BRIGHT/AHI FRP method outlined in this study will be incorporated into the DEA hotspots service, thus greatly enhancing the real-time fire information available over Australia for both emergency management and research purposes. Further, there is the potential for the BRIGHT/AHI hotspot and FRP methodology to be expanded to include East Asia and the Western Pacific regions.

The low rate of AHI MIR saturation (Table 1; fourth column) and high (10 min) temporal frequency make BRIGHT/AHI FRP information particularly useful over Australia. Saturated MIR radiance values prevent FRP values from being accurately calculated. The incidence of MIR saturation depends on the pixel size, the saturation limit, and the fire ecology. The AHI MIR saturation value (400 K) and spatial footprint (2 km) [3] resulted in ~1% of coincident matched MODIS-day (BRIGHT/AHI) hotspots hitting saturation, for a 12-month period over Australia, including the catastrophic “Black Summer” fires [22]. The VIIRS 375 m MIR saturation value (367 K) and spatial footprint (375 m) [18] gave the highest count of saturated MIR observations (Table 1), with more than 50% of matched daytime VIIRS hotspots based on saturated VIIRS MIR observations, restricting their use in FRP studies. While the VIIRS saturation frequency can be ameliorated by using combined VIIRS 375 m and VIIRS 750 m FRP data (as mentioned in [23]), the data provided by FIRMS included VIIRS 375 m hotspots only. The MODIS MIR saturation value (500 K) and spatial footprints (1 km) [21] gave the lowest count of saturated MIR observation values (Table 1); however, MODIS observations are available only four times per day including AQUA and TERRA.

Comparisons of FRP values from different sensors and fire detection algorithms require a nuanced understanding of their derivation, even when the same FRP calculation is used. For example, MODIS, VIIRS, and BRIGHT/AHI all use the FRP_MIR equations. BRIGHT/AHI FRP estimates, though, use \( T_{99\%}^{3.9} \) in place of the more traditional contextual background definition used by the MODIS and VIIRS algorithms. \( T_{99\%}^{3.9} \) represents the 99th percentile of current-day cloud- and fire-filtered AHI \( T_{3.9} \) data over a representative biogeographical area, where filtering is based on a (28-day + current-day) running window of multivariate data over the same biogeographical area. The MODIS and VIIRS algorithms calculate contextual background MIR values for potential fire pixels using statistical information from (current-day) neighboring pixels that have been cloud- and fire-filtered using different definitions. FRP measures between different sensors may vary due to disparities in the definition of the “background” MIR alone, even when using the same FRP calculations.

Despite the different techniques used to approximate the background MIR values and sensor differences in size and timing, BRIGHT/AHI FRP and MODIS/VIIRS FRP distributions were shown to be broadly similar. Specifically, BRIGHT/AHI FRP and MODIS/VIIRS FRP distributions below 300 MW exhibited similar trends, with peaks around 40 MW before monotonically decreasing. For hotspots with FRP > 20 MW, counts were higher during daytime than at nighttime, in line with the FRP diurnal cycle discussed by [24]. The month-by-month FRP/FRP distributions indicated that differences in distributions were generally small, with peaks occurring at similar FRP values (Figure 3) across the different hotspot datasets. Further, the differences between BRIGHT/AHI FRP and MODIS and VIIRS FRP distributions were similar in scale to those reported between MODIS and VIIRS 750 m FRP values [25] and the geostationary GOES-R and SEVIRI systems [16].

BRIGHT/AHI FRP values may tend to underestimate the FRP of large fires in comparison to MODIS FRPs. BRIGHT/AHI hotspot counts peaked more strongly over an FRP range of 20 MW to 80 MW than MODIS hotspot counts (Figure 2a). BRIGHT/AHI hotspot counts tailed off faster than MODIS hotspot counts beyond 80 MW, and BRIGHT/AHI hotspot counts beyond FRP > 300 MW were lower than MODIS hotspot counts (Table 2). These results may reflect the comparatively stability of \( T_{99\%}^{3.9} \) values in comparison to MODIS and VIIRS “background” MIR values due to differences in sample sizes, dynamic thresholds, and cloud-screening algorithms or, conversely, an inherent conservatism.
FRP values should be interpreted as approximate. The power-law scaling coefficients used in Wooster et al. [9,11] are approximations. When $a_{AHI}$ and $a_{MODIS}$ were calculated using other MIR ranges, they were not constant. In fact, the changes in $a_{AHI}$ and $a_{MODIS}$ were nonlinear for the MIR ranges tested in this paper (Figure 1a). These results indicate that, while FRP values are extremely useful, researchers should take care when interpreting FRP values, taking the inherent approximations used in their derivation into account. In addition, researchers should take care when comparing FRP values across sensor systems that the same power-law scaling MIR range assumptions have been used.

Finally, differences between polar-orbiting and geostationary FRP values may be caused by disparities in observation timing (i.e., smoke can move within minutes), sensor viewing angle and spatial resolution and/or failures in cloud masking. The lack of coincident FRP data for geostationary systems limits the evaluation of such intercomparisons to those of matched hotspots, and long-term studies (i.e., 12 months or greater) such as presented here are important to understand these complex associations and capture seasonal variation. Disagreements in FRP values are likely to persist for future inter-sensor FRP comparison studies where variations in sensor characteristics, hotspot detection, and FRP algorithms remain.

5. Conclusions

A method to produce BRIGHT/AHI FRP estimates using $T_{99\%}^{3.9}$ in lieu of traditional contextual background values was proposed and evaluated. Considering only non-saturated matched hotspots, BRIGHT/AHI FRP were broadly similar to MODIS and VIIRS FRP distributions despite AHI having a much lower spatial resolution (IFOV: 2 km versus 1 km and 375 m for MODIS and VIIRS, respectively) and despite the differences in sensor and fire detection algorithm characteristics. The more nuanced differences were difficult to compare given the sensor and fire detection algorithm differences. Despite this, given that BRIGHT/AHI hotspots are available every 10 min BRIGHT/AHI FRP may provide a potentially rich data source for FRP investigations and real-time management and monitoring of fires.
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